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Subadditivity of the Kodaira Dimension: 
Fibers of General Type 

Janos Kolilir 

I. Introduction 

The aim of classification theory of algebraic varieties is to exhibit the 
order in the behavior of algebraic varieties. From this point of view, curves 
were well understood already in the nineteenth century-surfaces turn out 
to be much more complicated, and it is only recently that their theory 
achieved a satisfactory level of completeness. The outlines of an order 
among higher dimensional varieties has only started to emerge. 

One possible approach is to define good numerical invariants of vari
eties and then use these invariants to relate varieties. One possible candi
date is hO(wx) where Wx is the dualizing sheaf of a smooth projective vari
ety X. For curves this invariant contains all the "discrete" information 
about the variety, but already surfaces with hO(wx)=O have very little in 
common. It seems better to consider the asymptotic behavior of the 
numbers P mCX)=hO(wr;). There is a largest number k such that 0< 
lim supP m(X)m- k < 00; this k is called the Kodaira dimension of X (denoted 
by IC(X». We put IC(X) = - 00 if P m(X) =0 for everym. IC(X) is an integer 
and can take the values - 00,0, 1, ... , n for n-dimensional varieties. 
Varieties satisfying IC(X)=dim X are said to be of general type. 

One of the basic problems about the behavior of the Kodaira dimen
sion was formulated by Iitaka [1]. 

Conjecture. Let f: X-+ Y be a surjective map between smooth projective 
varieties and let F be the generic fiber off. Then 

i.e., the Kodaira dimension is subadditive for algebraic fiber spaces. 

So far various special cases of this conjecture have been proved. The 
most important cases when an affirmative answer was obtained are the 
following: 
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(i) dimF~2 

(ii) JI:(Y)~ dim Y-1 
The main contributors were Fujita, Kawamata, Ueno and Viehweg. 

The survey articles of Esnault [E] and Mori [Mo] contain an overview of 
the work done in this area and references. 

The starting point of the investigations is the following observation. 
One would like to find sections of (/)~. Now hO((/)~)=h°(f*(/)~) andf*(/)~= 
f*(/)~/Y®(/)~. f*(/)~/Y is a torsion free sheaf whose rank is hO((/)YJ). If for 
instance f*(/)~/Y is generated by global sections, then we find approximately 
hO((/)YJ).hO((/)~) sections off*(/)~ and this proves the required inequality. In 
general any result that asserts thatf*(/)~/Y is very close to having sections 
has some consequences for algebraic fiber spaces. Therefore the main focus 
of attention was the investigation of the sheaves f*(/)~/Y. The results can 
be collected around three main directions: 

(i) The study of f*(/)x/y. This sheaf is closely related to the topolo
gical sheaf Rn-kf*Cx , and the theory of variations of Hodge structures 
provides a powerful method to attack. The main result, due to Fujita [F] 
and Kawamata [KaI] is that f*(/)x/y is semipositive (cf. also Zucker [Z2] 
and [KoJ). Ultimately every proof found so far hinges upon the properties 
of these sheaves. 

(ii) The study off*(/)~/y, m~2. These sheaves are much harder to 
control thanf*(/)x/y. On the other hand they seem to satisfy certain sta
bility properties that are not true for m = 1. In fact if f*(/) x/y is a little bit 
positive then f*(/)~/Y is very positive. These results are due to Viehweg 
[V2] [V3] and they merit further investigation. 

(iii) Base change and covering tricks, the most profound ones being 
introduced by Viehweg [V2] [V3]. 

The difference between the results of types (i) and (ii) can be well 
illustrated in the case Y is an elliptic curve. Thenf*(/)~/y is a vector bundle, 
and it can be written as a sum of indecomposables I: E,m. One would like 
to find sections of I: Ef:. A general result that always holds is that degEf: 
~ O. Since hO(Ef:) ~ deg Ef: this nearly solves the problem. If deg Ef: = 0 
then one can say more: 

(i) If deg m = 0 then m is a line bundle and some tensor power of it 
is trivial. Therefore one can find a section in some (f*(/)X/y)!g;lc. Note that 
this result is very unstable, i.e. will not hold for small deformations of E!. 

(ii) If m ~ 2 then the above results are unknown. Instead one has the 
following: if deg Ef: >0 for one i then deg Ef: > 0 for every i. This can be 
formulated as follows: if m ~ 2 then either degf*(/)~/y = 0 or f*(/)~/y is ample. 
A similar assertion is definitely false for m = 1. 

In order to understand the higher dimensional analog of this situation, 
a simple observation is needed. If all the fibers off are isomorphic then X 
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is essentially the direct product of F and Y, hence I*w';/y should be trivial. 
Similarly, if Y is covered by a family of curves such that the fibers of 1 are 
isomorphic along the curves, then I*w';/y should be trivial along these 
curves. 

This situation can be analyzed by introducing the notion Var 1= 
(number of effective parameters of the birational equivalence classes of 
fibers). Using this Viehweg [V3] formulated the following: 

Conjecture. Let I: X -+ Y be a surjective map between smooth projective 
varieties and assume that Var 1= dim Y. Thenlor some m>O I*w';/y is big 
(big is an appropriate technical version 01 ampleness). 

He proved that this conjecture is stronger than the Iitaka conjecture. 
Its advantage is that it is more amenable to various reductions that change 
Yand X. Using these the main result of this article can be formulated as 
follows. 

Theorem. Let I: X -+ Y be a surjective map between smooth projective 
varieties 01 characteristic zero and assume that the generic fibre F is 01 
general type. Then Viehweg's conjecture, and consequently Iitaka's conjec
ture are true. 

Viehweg himself proved this statement under the additional assumption 
that some multiple of the canonical class of F is base point free ([V2], [V3]). 
This solves the problem completely if dim F~2. The same line of argu
mentworks if the canonical ring of F happens to be finitely generated; 
certain technical problems make this case much harder (see Kawamata 
[Ka3]). 

It seems to be worthwhile to compare Viehweg'S argument with the 
one in this paper. 

The first problem is to make sense of the nebulous definition of Var 1 
given above. In his case this is obtained for free, during the proof. How
ever in general a preliminary ' analysis is required; this is done in Chapter II. 

The second step is to reduce the problem to the special case when 
hO(wF) is "large". This is done in Chapter III, closely following the original 
argument of Viehweg. 

For the next step he uses an argument developed by Fujita [F] and 
Kawamata [Kal] [Ka2]. Let/: xn-+yk be the given map, yoC Yan open 
subset above which 1 is smooth, and letfD: X°-+yo be the induced map. 
Let F'V be the fiber above y E yo. Then via Hodge theory H°(F'V, WF.)C 
Hn-k(F'V, C), and this defines an inclusion l~wxofYO~Rn-k/~C®(I)yo. 
Rn-k/~C carries a variation of Hodge structures and this induces a metric 
on the vector bundle VO=/~wxo/yo. The curvature of VO is always non 
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negative, and in fact positive if the local Torelli problem holds for the 
fibers, i.e. F can be reconstructed (at least locally) from the datum H°(F, (J)F) 
CHn-k(F, C). This step is a compromise: the original problem is about 
birational properties of the fibers, and the Torelli problem is a biregular 
question, which depends on the birational model chosen. Therefore this 
method works only if a good pick of the birational model of the fibers is 
possible; this accounts for the extra assumptions in [V3] and [Ka3]. 

Under suitable additional assumptions V=f*(J)x/y is a vector bundle, 
and one would like to have information about V instead of Va. Although 
the Hodge metric degenerates near Y - YO, it acquires only mild singulari
ties, and therefore one can hope that the expected integrals in the curvature 
of VO compute the Chern classes of V. If dim Y = 1 this is relatively easy. 
A proof of the general case is claimed in [Ka2, Theorem 3]. Unfortunately, 
the proof is incorrect. The problem is in the last two lines of the proof on 
p. 6. Indeed, if 

g=log [( -log IZll)2m+( -log IZzi)zm-2( -log IZI i)m( -log Izzi)m 

+( -log IZli)+( -log IZzi)], 

then the coefficient of dz1l\dzzl\dzz in ag I\dag is (zlzzzzt1. fez!> zz) for 
some f and direct computation shows that fez, z) is asymptotically (m2j4) 
(-log Izi)zm-4 as z~O, and for m~ 2 its limit is not zero. 

Fortunately recent results of Cattani-Kaplan-Schmid [C-K-S, 5.30] 
about the asymptotic behavior of Hodge metrics furnish the required result. 
This was observed independently by Kawamata as well. A similar result, 
needed for the present proof, is discussed in Chapter V. 

The approach via Torelli is replaced by a different one here. The idea 
is particularly simple if dim Y = 1. First consider V = f*(J) x/y; this is a 
vector bundle over Y. If deg V> 0 then the former methods work well. 
If deg V =0, then V inherits from the above-mentioned variation of Hodge 
structures a Hermitian metric which is fiat. Now consider im [v®m~ 
f*(J)~/y]. If this has positive degree, then again the former methods work. 
It cannot have negative degree, and if its degree is zero, then Kc v®m, the 
kernel of this map, is a fiat subbundle. If y e Y is general, then Vy = 
HO(Fy, (J)F.) are the linear functions on a projective space where the canon
ical image of Fy lies. Then Ky is the set of degree m equations satisfied by 
the canonical image. If K is fiat, then this implies that the degree m equa
tions of the canonical images do not depend on y e Y. If one assumes that 
the canonical maps of the fibers are birational and then one chooses m 
to be large, this implies that the fibers are birational, which proves the 
theorem in this case. 

For higher dimensional Y some more information is needed about the 
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local properties of variations of Hodge structures; this is obtained in 
Chapter IV. The proof is finally completed in Chapter VI. 

Acknowledgment. A large part of these results were obtained while I 
stayed at Nagoya University with the financial support of the Japan Associ
ation for Mathematical Sciences. I am grateful to the numerous Japanese 
mathematicians who made my stay useful and enjoyable. 

During the preparation of this article I received partial support from 
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Notation. 
(i) With the exception of Chapter II the base field will always be 

assumed to be C. 
(ii) If Xis a smooth projective variety the map given by ImKxl is 

called the m-canonical map, its image the m-canonical image. These are 
denoted by 1>mx and 1>m(X) respectively. For m= 1 we usually omit 1 
(i.e. 1>(X)). 

(iii) If m is sufficiently large and divisible, then up to birational 
equivalence 1>m(X) and 1>m are independent of m. Any representative of 
them is called the Iitaka variety (denoted by leX)) and the stable canonical 
map (or Iitaka fibration). 

(iv) An algebraic fiber space is a surjective map between varieties 
with connected generic fiber. 

(v) The symbol = will denote birational isomorphism. The symbol 
~ will denote isomorphism. 

(vi) A sheaf !F over a scheme X is said to be generically generated 
by global sections if the natural map (!) x0HO(X, !F)-!F is generically sur
jective. 

(vii) A sheaf!F on a variety X is said to be weakly positive (w.p. 
for short) if for every ample line bundle H and every a>O, there exists b >0 
such that (Sb(H0S a(!F))** is generically generated by global sections. 
(Here ** denotes double dual.) This definition is slightly different from 
[V2, 1.2] since !F is not assumed to be torsion-free. Clearly!F is w. p. iff 
!F/torsion is w.p. 

(viii) A sheaf !F on a variety X is called big if for every ample H 
there is an a>O such that sa(!F)0H-1 is w.p. The basic properties of 
w.p. sheaves are listed in [V2, 1.4]. The same properties hold for big 
sheaves too. 

(ix) The end (or lack) of a proof is denoted by D. 

II. Generic moduli 

Let f: X - Y be a map whose fibers are reduced and irreducible. Then 
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one can introduce an equivalence relation on the closed points of Y by 
setting p, q E Yequivalent ifff-l(p) andf-l(q) are birationally isomorphic. 
This equivalence relation is given by a subset Br Ee YX Y such that (p, q) 
E Br E iff p and q are equivalent. The aim of this section is to analyze this 

equivalence relation. We are especially interested in endowing the set 
Y/Br E with a "natural" scheme structure. In general this is a very diffi
cult problem. However, it turns out, that by considering a suitable open 
set Yo e Y the quotient Yo/Br E behaves much better and this approach will 
be pursued in the sequel. 

For the rest of this section the ground field will be assumed to be un
countable. This assumption is needed bacause we use the naive definition 
of equivalence relation instead of the scheme theoretic one. Another pos
sibility would be to use Weil's universal domain, which is the approach 
adopted by Matsusaka [Mal]. The reader should be able to translate the 
arguments to either approach without difficulty. 

The techniques and ideas of this section are taken from various works 
of Matsusaka, especially [Mal] and [Ma2]. The cases he considers overlap 
very little with the ones that will be studied here; therefore I will give 
complete proofs. 

Definition 2.1. (i) A subset Ee YX Y is called an algebraic equiva
lence relation if E is an equivalence relation on the closed points of Y and 
E is a locally closed subscheme of Yx Y. 

(ii) Ee YX Y is called a pro-algebraic equivalence relation if it is an 
equivalence relation on the closed points of Y and E is a countable union 
of locally closed subschemes of Yx Y. 

(iii) a (pro )-algebraic equivalence relation E is called closed if E is a 
(countable union of) closed subscheme(s) of Yx Y. 

Definition 2.2. Let f: X ---+ Y be a map between algebraic varieties 
whose fibers are reduced and irreducible. Let Pi: YX Y ---+ Y be the coordi
nate projections. Define Br E(f, X, Y) (or Br E if no confusion is likely) 
to be the set of points Z E YX Y s.t. Z X PIX and Z X P.X are birational (over 
k(z». 

Proposition 2.3. (i) Let f: X---+ Y be as above and assume that f is 
projective. Then Br E(f, X, Y) is a pro-algebraic equivalence relation. On 
the closed points it agrees with the definition given at the beginning of the 
section. 

(ii) If furthermore f is smooth and none of its fibers are birationally 
ruled, then Br E(f, X, Y) is closed. 

Proof (i) The only part which is not clear is that Br E is pro
algebraic. 
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If g: U-+ V is a birational isomorphism of n-dimensional projective 
varieties then consider its closed graph r(g)c Ux v. This reg) is an n
dimensional cycle, the intersection numbers reg) ·pr}(pt) and reg) ·Pi/(pt) 
are I, and reg) is irreducible. Conversely, any such cycle is the graph of 
a birational map. 

Now considerfXf: XXX-+YX Yand let H(!, X, Y)CHilb(XXX/Y 
X Y) be the subscheme of relative (dim X - dim Y)-cycles that satisfy the 
above conditions fiberwise. The conditions are algebraic; therefore H(!, 
X, Y) is a countable union of algebraic varieties. One has a natural map 
H(!, X, Y)-+ YX Yand clearly Br E is the set-theoretic image of this map. 
If HiCH(!, X, Y) is an irreducible component, then the image of Hi in Y 
X Y is constructible, hence a union of locally closed subschemes. This 
proves that Br E is pro-algebraic. 

(ii) Let Br E= UEj. We have to prove that EjcBr E for every i. 
It is sufficient to check this condition after a base change g: T -+ Y where 
T is a spectrum of a DVR. This case is nothing else but [M-M, Theorem 
1]. 0 

Proposition 2.4. Let Ec YX Y be an algebraic equivalence relation. 
Then there exist an open YoC Yand a map g: Yo-+Z onto an algebraic variety 
such that (at least set theoretically) the fibers of g are exactly the equiva
lence classes of Eo = E n (Yo X Yo)· 

Proof Let Y be a compactification of Y and let E C Y X Y be the 
closure of E andp: E-+Ythe projection map onto the second factor. Let 
Y' C Y be the open set above which p is fiat. Let g': Y' -+ Hilb(Y) be the 
map that sends y E Y' to the Hilbert point of FI(y), and let Z' be the 
image of Y'. Each fiber of g' contains an open dense subset which is an 
equivalence class of En (Y' X Y'). To get Yo first we pick a Y" C Y' such 
that g'l Y" is equidimensional. Now we have to get rid of the equivalence 
classes of smaller than expected dimension. These form a locally closed 
subset D of Y" and let Yo= Y"-15, g=g'l Yo, Z=g(Yo). These choices 
clearly satisfy the statement of the proposition. 0 

Theorem 2.5 (Generic moduli for varieties of general type). Let f: 
X -+ Y be a smooth projective map whose fibers are varieties of general type. 
Then there exist an open subset YoC Y and a map g: Yo-+Z such that Xu 
and Xv for u, v E Yo are birational iffg(u)=g(v). 

Proof Let F be the generic fiber of f and choose k so that the k
canonical map given by I kKF I is birational. Let Y' c Y be the open set 
such that dim I kKx uI = dim I kKF I = N holds for U E Y'. The k-canonical 
images of Xu (u E Y') are closed subvarieties of pN, and for some Y" c Y' 
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they all have the same Hilbert-polynomial if u E Y". Let SeHilb (PN) be 
the set of Hilbert points of the k-canonical images of Xu (u E Y"). S is a 
locally closed subscheme and G = PGL (N + 1) operates on S and this oper
ation defines an algebraic equivalence relation EeSx S. Let q: So---+Z be 
the quotient map of Proposition 2.4, Yo={u E y": some k-canonical image 
of Xu is in So}, and g: Yo---+Z be the induced map. Let u, v E Yo' Then 
Xu and Xv are birational iff their k-canonical images are projectively 
equivalent. By the definition of q and g, this is the case iff g(u)=g(v). 
This proves the theorem. D 

The next result describes the generic structure of pro-algebraic equiva
lence relations. It is formulated for closed ones for simplicity. A similar 
statement holds in general. 

Theorem 2.6. Let Ee YX Y be a closed pro-algebraic equivalence 
relation. Then there exist an open set Yoe Y and a surjective map g: Yo---+Z 
with connected fibers such that for Eo = E n (Yo X Yo) the following statements 
hold: 

( i) any equivalence class of Eo is a union of fibers of g; 
(ii) there are countably many proper closed subvarieties Zj eZ 

such that if u E Yo and g(u) ~ U Z; then the equivalence class of Eo that con
tains u is a countable union of fibers of g. 

Furthermore, g, viewed as a rational map of Y, is unique. 

Proof The equivalence class containing u E Y will be denoted by 
E(u). Let E= U E j where the E; are irreducible reduced closed subvarieties 
of YX Y. Then E(u)= U Ei(U) where Ei(U) =Pl(Ej np21(u)). A point v E 

E(u) will be called I-fold if v E Ej(u) n E/u) implies that Ei(U) contains 
E/u) or vice versa. The notion of a I-fold point depends only on the set 
E(u). A property P is said to hold for very general points if it holds out
side a countable union of closed proper subschemes. 

One can assume that EjeEj implies i=j. Then Vij={uIEj(u)eE/u)} 
is a proper closed subset of Y for i=l= j. Let u E Y - U j*jYjj' Then Ei(U) 
r;tE/u) if i=l=j. Let El(U) 3 u. Then El(U) r;t Vij; hence there is a i-fold 
point v E El(U) such that v ~ Vij for any i=l=j. E(v)=E(u) and v E E(v) is 
a I-fold point. Since v ~ Vjj for i=l=j, v is contained in exactly one of the 
Ej(v)'s. 

Since E contains the diagonal of YX Y it has a component, say Ej> 
that contains the diagonal. By the above remark only one component cJ.n 
contain (v, v), hence El is the unique component containing the diagonal. 

Let Y be a compactification of Y, Itl e Y X Y the closure of E1, and p: 
It1---+Ythe second projection. Itl is irreducible and p has a section (the 
diagonal). Therefore the general fiber of p is irreducible. By passing to 
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an open subset Y' of Y, we may assume that all fibers of p are irreducible 
and of the same dimension. Let Ei =E1 n (Y' X Y'). 

Claim 2.7. With the above notation Ei C Y' X Y' defines an algebraic 
equivalence relation. 

Proof Ei is clearly an algebraic set which contains the diagonal. If 
t denotes the operation of interchanging the two copies of Y' then tEi is 
again a component of E'. It contains the diagonal, and therefore tEi = 
Ei; i.e., Ei is symmetric. 

To see that Ei is transitive, let u E Y - U i*} Vi}' Then Ei(u) ct Vi} for 
i=/=j. Let v E Ei(u) be a I-fold point. Then Ei(v)CEi(u). By the choice 
of Y' they are both closed, irreducible and of the same dimension; hence 
Ei(v)=Ei(u) for every v E Ei(u). Now let Uo E Yand Vo E Ei(uo) be arbi
trary. Pick a general one-parameter family (ut)c Y, and (vt)C Y such that 
Vt E Ei(ut). For very general t, Ei(vt)=Ei(ut) as we saw above. Hence 
the same holds for each t, and therefore Ei(vo) = Ei(uo)· 

Now the transitivity is easy. Assume that (u, t), (t, v) E Ei. Then 
(t, u) E Ei by symmetry, and hence t E Ei(u) and t E Ei(v). Therefore Ei(u) 
= Ei(t) = Ei(v). So u E Ei(v). This proves the claim. 0 

Now one can apply Proposition 2.4 for Ei C Y' X Y' to obtain YoC Y, 
E1O=E1 n (Yo X Yo) and g: Yo-+Z such that the fibers of g are exactly the 
E10 equivalence classes of Yo' 

Let Eo=En (YoX Yo). If v E Eo(u), then E1O(V)CEO(u) and therefore 
Eo(u) is the union of certain fibers of g; this proves (i). 

(ii) follows once we establish that for very general u, dim E;(u) ~ 
dim Ei(u). Then, since E'(u) has countably many components, it is a union 
of fibers of g and of dimension at most the dimension of the fibers. There
fore each component is a fiber, and E'(u) is a union of countably many 
fibers. 

Assume that dimE;(u»dimEi(u) for some i and general u. IfvE 
E;(u), then u E tE;(v). Since dim tE;=dim E;>dim Ei, we have that 
dim tE;(v»dim Ei(u). This contradicts the fact that for very general 
u, Ei(u) is the only component of E'(u) containing u, and therefore (ii) is 
proved. 

The uniqueness of g is clear, and this completes the proof. 0 

Definition 2.S. Let f: X -+ Y be a smooth projective map and assume 
for simplicity that none of the fibers are ruled. Let E = Br E(J, X, Y) and 
let g and Z be as in 2.6. Then 

(i) k(Z), or more precisely g*k(Z)ck(Y) is called the minimal 
closed field of definition of X/Y (or of its generic fiber). This notion goes 
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back to Matsusaka [Ma2] and Shimura [Sh]. 
(ii) dim Z will be called the variation of f and it will be denoted by 

Var f The equivalence of this definition and that of Viehweg [V2] will be 
established shortly. 

Corollary 2.9. Let f: X -+ Y as in 2.8 be defined over C and assume that 
Var f = dim Y. If u E Y is a very general point and g: ,1-+ Y is an analytic 
arc through u then not all fibers off over g(L1) are birational. 

Proof By 2.6 there are only countably many v E Y such that Xv is 
birational to Xu' 0 

Remark 2.10. I do not know any example where Br E is actually 
non-algebraic. No such example seems to exist for dim X/Y ~2. 

In general, unfortunately, the family X/Ywill not descend to a family 
over Z. This is however nearly true, as shown by the following: 

Theorem 2.11. Let f: X-+Y be as in 2.8. Then there exist a smooth 
projective map q: V -+ U such that dim U = Var q = dim Z, a variety R, a 
generically finite and surjective map b: R-+Y and a surjective map c: R-+U 
such that R X yX and R X u V are birationally isomorphic over R (i.e., the 
birational isomorphism respects the projections onto R). 

Proof One can pick an i: U-+ Y such that g. i: U-+Z is generically 
finite and surjective. Let V=XXyU, q: V-+Uthe projection. q: V-+U 
clearly satisfies the requirements. 

Letpt: EI-+Ybe the projections and let W=EIXyU where we con
sider EI/Yvia the second projection. The natural map PI: W-+ Yis generi
cally finite and surjective. Over W we get two families: Wx yX and W 
X u V where r: W -+ U is the natural map. By construction, for general 

W E W the fibers of these two families over ware birationally isomorphic. 
Let He Hilb ((Wx yX) X w(Wx u V)/W) be the subset of the rela

tive Hilbert scheme parametrizing birational isomorphisms between fibers 
of Wx yX/W and Wx u V/W. As in the proof of 2.3 one can see that H 
is a countable union of subschemes and by the above observations it has a 
component HI which maps generically surjectivelyonto W. Chooses: R-+ 
HI such that the resulting map R-+ W is generically finite and surjective. 
Let b: R-+W-+Yand c: R-+W-+Ube the composite maps. Then (id, s): 
R-+RXwHI gives a section of Hilb((RX yX)XR(RXuV)/R) and the cor
responding cycle is a graph of a birational isomorphism between R X yX 
and R X u V. This proves the theorem. 0 
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III. The hard covering trick 

The aim of this section is to prove the Hard Covering Trick which 
will be used in the final proof to reduce the problem to the study of another 
fiber space whose fibers are much better behaved. This trick was first 
introduced by Viehweg [V3]. Unfortunately his statement and proof are 
buried in Section 4 of his paper, and he does not treat it in the generality 
that is needed in the subsequent applications. Therefore a complete proof 
will be presented here. 

Definition 3.1. [VI] (i) Let L be a line bundle and LN ~ (D(L: vjEj ) for 
some N>O. Define 

where [xl denotes the integral part of a real number x. It is important to 
note that Vi) depends not only on Land i but also on the section of LN 
given by 1 E r((D(L: v1E j )). However this will not lead to any confusion. 

(ii) Let L be a line bundle on Yand let s: (D~LN be a section. This 
defines an algebra structure on A = L;:-lL -i via S-l: L -N~(D. We have a 
natural map r': Y' =SpecyA~Y. Y'is called the (cyclic) covering obtained 
by extracting the N-th root of s. 

Lemma 3.2 (Viehweg, [VI, 1.4]). Using the notation of 3.1 assume 
furthermore that Y is smooth and that div (s) = L: v jEj is a normal crossing 
divisor. Let r: Y" ~ Y be the normalization of Y' and d: V ~ Y" a resolution 
of singularities. Then 

(i) (ra d)*wv=r*Wyn =S:-lWy®Vi); and 
(ii) (r 0 d)*(Dv=r*(Dyn=S:-l(L(i»)-l; 
(iii) [V3, 1.1] There is a natural inclusion 

which is an isomorphism outside the singular locus of L: vjEj . 0 

We record the following simple statement for future reference. 

Lemma 3.3. Letf: X~Y be projective, X smooth and let g: X'~X be 
a proper birational map, X' again smooth. Then (fg)*w},=f*w}. 0 

The following is the basic set-up to be considered in this section: 

Construction 3.4 (Viehweg, [V3, §4]). Let X, Y be smooth quasipro
jective varieties,f: X~Ya projective map. Let Vcf*(w:;/y) be a weakly 
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positive locally free subsheaf. 
Let p: P =Py(Sym V*)~ Y be the associated projective bundle, (!J(l) 

the tautological bundle (in particular p*(!J(l) = V*). Let Xl =Xx yP and 
h: XI~P be the second projection. 

Note 1. h*(w~,/p)®CO(l) has a distinguished section. 

Proof Indeed, taking p* we getf*(w~/y)®V*=£'om(V,f*(w~/Y» 
and the inclusion gives a global section. D 

Note 2. There is a map q: S~P finite and surjective such that 
q*(!J(l)~KN for some K. Moreover, we can assume that SIP is a cyclic 
covering with a smooth branch locus in general position. 

Proof Let H be a line bundle on P such that HN®(!J(l) is very 
ample. Let s be a general section and let q: S~P be the extraction of 
N-th root of s. D 

Now we continue the construction. Let X2=XI X pS, fz: X2~S the 
natural map. With a suitable choice of S, X2 wilJ be smooth. Assume 
that such a choice of S was made. By fiat base change we have q*(j;*W},/P) 
~fz*(W}.IS). The distinguished section of Note 1 therefore gives a section 
offz*(w~.ls)®KN and therefore a global section of (wx.ls®KY. 

Applying embedded resolution to this section one obtains an XS~X2 
and a distinguished section s in (Wxs/s®K)N such that div (s) is a normal 
crossing divisor (use 3.3 to do the proper identifications). 

Now we extract an N-th root of this section and let X, be a resolu
tion of the resulting cyclic cover. Let J;,: X,~S and d: X,~Xs be the 
natural maps. 

This can be summarized in the following diagram: 

The following is the main result of this section: 

Theorem 3.5. Notation as in 3.4. /fJ;,*wby is big for some k>O 
then detf*w:i!IY is big for some m>O. 

Remark 3.6. There is an unfortunate asymmetry in the statement 
of the theorem. This has a purely technical reason-namely that detfS/y 
can be big by "accident" (cf. [V2,5.2]). In the actual applications this 
will not cause any problem. 
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Proof By 3.2 (iii) there is a natural inclusion 

d wk ----+ "'N-l ,..k t5<'(w t5<'f*K)kN-k-N+I+i * X./S L..Jo "'x,/s'OI X,/S'OI 3 

which is generically an isomorphism. TakingJa. we get 

+ wk ----+ "'N-l KkN-k-N+1+ i t5<' + (, .• kN-N+l+i) )4* x.IS L..Jo '01)3* "'X,IS 
= "'N-l KkN-k-N+l+it5<' + (WkN-N+1+i) 

L..Jo '01)2* X.IS , 

(the latter equality by 3.3). This map is injective. Fix an i such that the 
image off,,*w'}.ls has a nonzero projection into the i-th summand. Let c= 
kN -k-N + 1+ i, and let Fbe the image of f,,*W'}.IS in K C0h*(w3::fs). This 
gives an exact sequence 

We can take the first Chern class, and obtain 

deth*(wi-~JS) =det F0 det (Q/torsion)0K-c.rl{F 0C!7(c l (torsion)). 

This makes sense over the open set where the occuring sheaves are locally 
free. The complement of this set has co dimension at least 2. 

F is big since it is a quotient of the big sheaf f,,*W'}.IS; Q/torsion is 
weakly positive since it is a quotient of h*w'}:fs; C!7(c1 (torsion)) is weakly 
positive since CI (torsion) is effective. Therefore we get Kc.rl{F0deth*wi-~Js 
= M (outside a co dimension 2 set) where M is a big rank one sheaf over S. 

Let HI be an ample line bundle on Y, and let H=q*p*HI. For some 
e>O we have that M e0H- I is big, and one can even assume that N divides 
e. Setting g. N = c· rk F· e we obtain that 

(q*(9(I) )g0( det h*wi-~Js)e0H-l 

is big. This being the pull-back of 

(9(g)0(deth.wi-~Jp)e0(p* HI)-I, 

one can conclude that this latter sheaf is big as well. In particular, for 
some s>O the double dual of 

has a section. 
Applying p* to this sheaf we get that 

ssg(V*)0« detf*wi-it )es)**0H-s 

=:It'om (SSg(V)0H', «detf*wi-it)es)**) 
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has a section too. Therefore one has a non-trivial map 

By assumption Vis weakly positive, and so is S·g(V); hence S·g(V)®H· 
is big. This implies that det f*w"xi'ir is also big. This is what we wanted 
to prove. 0 

For Theorem 3.5 to be of some use the fiber space X 4/S should be 
easier to handle than XI Y. This is indeed the case and the key to this 
phenomenon is the study of the fibers of X 41 S. This will be done in the rest 
of this section. 

Proposition 3.7. Notation as in 3.4. There is an open set SoCS such 
that the fibers of};, over So are obtained as follows: 

Let s e So, t=q(s) and y=p(t). Then t corresponds to a i-dimensional 
vector subspace of Vy , and therefore to an element of the linear system 
IN Kx.!- Extracting an N-th root of this section of w~., one obtains a variety 
which is birational to files). 

Proof Straightforward from the construction. 0 

Theorem 3.8. Let X' be a smooth projective variety, h e HO(X', w~,) a 
section and let Y' be a smooth model of the covering obtained by extracting 
N-th root of h. Then, there exists n such that for every N'>? 0 divisible by n 
andfor every sufficiently general h the following conditions hold: 

(i) HO(Y', Wy,) gives the stable canonical map; 
(ii) I(Y') is of general type. 

Proof All this really makes sense only if K(X') ~ 0, so we shall assume 
this. We pick aj such that thej-canonical map of X' is stable and let ifJj: 
X'~Z'cP? be the closed image. We may assume that ifJj is in fact a 
morphism. 

For a given Nand h we consider the following diagram (note that 
dimZ'=dimI(Y'), cf. [U2, 1.8]): 

X'-+Z' 

r r 
Y'-+I(Y,) 

First we blow up 0': Z~Z' such that Z is smooth and the branching 
divisor of the field extension k(/(Y'»:Jk(Z) is a divisor with normal cros
sing on Z. Let L be the pull-back of (!)(l) to Z. Now choose a blow-up 
X of X' such that X is smooth, it dominates Z and the branching divisor 
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of the field extension k(Y')::Jk(X) is a divisor with normal crossings. Let 
Y be the normalization of X in k(Y') and U be the normalization of Z in 
k(J(Y'». Both Y and U have rational singularities. The morphisms are 
named according to the following diagram: 

We remark that there is a natural map f* L~w!r: (since X dominates 
Z') and that Y is the normalization of the covering of X obtained from 
hE HO(X', w!],)=HO(X, co!]). Since g has connected fibers, ('Ju=g*('Jy. 

First we prove that U is of general type. 

q*cou=~om(q*('Ju, coz)=~om(f*P*('Ju, coz) 

=~om(f*"'E,r-l (colj»-', coz) 

= "'E,r-1 ~om(f*(colj}t', coz)· 

(We used 3.2, (ii) for the coveringp: Y~X). 

Claim 3.9. IfjslN then the natural map f*L'~coY factors through 
f* L'~co(;r~coY. 

Proof Since f* L is generated by global sections this follows once we 
prove that HO(coCP)=HO(co!r:). Let N=kj. 

Let A + "'E, biEi be a generic divisor in IjKx I, "'E, biEi the fixed part. 
Then kA+ "'E,kbiEi e INKxl. If div(h)=M+ "'E,aiEi, then ai::;;;,.k.bi since 
h is general. Therefore 

This proves the claim for s = 1. The proof for s> 1 is the same. 0 

The inclusion f*L'~co':l:·8} gives (w':l:'8}t'~f*L-', hence a map 
f*(co':l:·}t'~L-·. Therefore we have an injection cozQ!;)U~~om(f*(coYtl, 
coz). 

HO(Z, cozQ!;)U)=HO(Z', ('J(s)Q!;)q*wz) and q*wz is independent ofthe Z 
chosen. There exists an So, depending on Z' only, such that sections of 
('J(s)Q!;)q*coz separate points over an open set. These sections lift to sections 
of COu so U is of general type. 

In order to prove (i) we have to look at the situation in more detail. 
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. Lemma 3.10. Let V be a smooth projective variety with K(V)=O. Let 
m=m(V)=g.c.d{s: IsKvl::;t=~}. Then ImKvl::;t=~. Furthermore the normalized 
cyclic cover defined by (the unique divisor of) Is, mKvl is the disjoint union of 
s copies of the normalized cyclic cover defined by ImKvl. 

Proof Let S1KV - L:: a,A, and S2KV - L:: b jB j' Then S2 L:: a,A i = 
S1 L:: bjBj since IS1S2KVl is zero-dimensional. If S1>S2 then this gives that 
(S1 - s2)Kv - L:: a,Ai - L:: b jB j and the r .h.s. is effective. This proves the 
first claim. 

The second claim follows from the easy general fact: if h E HO(LN), 
then the normalized kN-th root obtained from hk E HO(PN) is the disjoint 
union of k-copies of the normalized N-th root obtained from h. 0 

Claim 3.11. Let V be a general fiber off, m=m(V). Then the degree 
of g: U-?Z is Nm- 1. 

Proof If N is not divisible by m then HO(w~)=O, hence Nm- 1 is an 
integer in all meaningful cases. 

Let z E Z, V=f-1(z),W= r 1 V. ThenW is the normalized covering 
obtained from hi V E HO(V, w~). By 3.10, Whas Nm- 1 connected compo
nents, and these are exactly the fibers of g over the points in q-1(Z). This 
proves the claim. 0 

Now consider the sections of Wy. P*Wy = L::f-1 Wx Q9Wc;) and as in 3.9 
one can easily obtain factorizations 

if sj divides N. 

In particular we have an inclusion L-?f*p*wx , and therefore S, the 
image of the canonical map of Y, dominates Z'. Since we have rational 
maps U-?S-?Z in order to prove that Sand U are birational it is sufficient 
to prove that deg S/Z= Nm- 1. 

On Y we have a ZN action coming from the cyclic covering struc
ture. Let g be a generator of this action. Let Y1 E Y and Yt=gty1 . If 
It E HO(wr:(i)Q9Wx ), thenlt can be viewed as a section of Wy, and one can 
compare It/h at Y1 and Yt. It is easy to see that there is a primitive N-th 
root of unity e such that (ft/h)(Yt)=et(a(1)-a(2)). (ft/h)(Y1)' 

Let x E Xbe a general point and let r 1(x) ={Yl> ... ,YN}' If~: Y-?S 
is the canonical map then ~(Y1)' .. " ~(YN) E S all have the same image in 
Z, namely f(x). Therefore we are done if we can prove that there are at 
least Nm- 1 different points among the ~(ySs. 

It/h is a coordinate function of Sand (j;f!;)(Y1)::;t=O for general x if It 
and!; are not zero. If a(1)-a(2)=m, then among the numbers et(a(1)-a(2) 
. (ft/h)(Y1) there are exactly Nm- 1 different ones for t= 1, .. " N, and 
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therefore there are at least Nm- 1 different ones among the points peYt). 
Now we pick a(l)=sj+m-l, a(2)=sj-1. As we saw we have an 

inclusion V-'>-!*((J)xQ9a/j(2») and so we can find}; for any s>O. 
As in the proof of 3.9, we get an isomorphism HO(X, (J)xQ9W;;(I»)::::; 

HO(X, (J)y+m) if sj+m-l divides N. Since HO(X, w'})=HO(X', (J),},) the 
non-vanishing of this plurigenus does not depend on the particular bira
tional model X. 

We have an inclusion VQ9!*wr;-'>-!*(J)Y+m. The fiber of!*(J)r; at z is 
HO(V, (J)';)=C by 3.10 and therefore!*wr; is not zero. Thus for large s= 
S10 HO(V'Q9!*(J)r;) and hence HO(X, (J)xQ9w;;(l») are not zero. We emphasize 
again that the choice of SI depends only on X' and not on N or on h e 
HO(X', w~,). 

Summarizing the results: with this choice of So, SI and j if n=msOsl 

. (Slj + m -1) divides Nand h is sufficiently general, then Y' satisfies the 
conditions (i) and (ii). This was to be proved. D 

IV. Local study of 1* (J)x/y 

During the past twenty years it was gradually understood that many 
important properties of the sheaves!*wx/y can be derived using the con
nection between these sheaves and certain variations of Hodge structures. 
It seems to be more convenient to consider the problems in the context of 
an arbitrary variation of Hodge structure (VHS for short). The aim of this 
chapter is to analyze certain properties of VHS's. The geometric applica
tions will be left to subsequent sections. 

Definition 4.1. The definition of a VHS will not be reproduced here. 
Chapters 2 and 7 of [Sch] contain a good summary of the necessary results. 
We recall the notation. 

Let X be a complex manifold and let H be a local system of R-vector 
spaces. Let :It'=HQ9(J)j{, a vector bundle, :It'=~0-:::J~I-:::J . .. ~~n~o 
the Hodge filtration with vector subbundles. n will be called the weight 
of the VHS. ~n will be denoted ~b (b for bottom) if we do not want to 
specify the weight. :It'p,n-p=~p n~n-p are the Hodge components, 
which are real analytic vector bundles over X. A polarization of H is 
a bilinear form, symmetric for n even, skew for n odd, such that S(:It'p,q, 
:It'",,)=O unless p=s, q=v and jp-qS(v, v»O ifO*v e :It'M. We intro
duce the Weil operator C: :It'-'>-:It' given by Cv=iP-qv if ve :It'M. This 
is not holomorphic over X. Let h(., .) = S( C· , -;-) be the Hodge metric, 
it is a positive definite Hermitian form on :It'. 

Definition 4.2. The flat structure Hc:lt' defines an integrable con-
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nection d: .n"~£"®.Q~. ,'Fb is a subbundle of.n" and d induces a connec
tion Ii' on ,'Fb by 

where the last map is orthogonal projection onto ,'Fb using h. 
The composite map 

is called the second fundamental form of ,'Fb in.n". The curvature form 
of the connection Ii' is (),b = - p* A p [Sch, 7.18], where * is the adjoint of 
p with respect to h, and therefore it is positive semidefinite. 

Definition 4.3. Let j: S~,'Fb be a subbundle and q: ,'Fb~Q the 
corresponding quotient bundle, s: Q~,'Fb the orthogonal splitting of q (not 
holomorphic in general). 

is the second fundamental form of S in ,'Fb. Via s, h induces a Hermitian 
metric on Q and the curvature of Q in this metric is given by 

Since e,ft is positive semidefinite, and (/1\(/* is positive semidefinite too, 
e Q is again positive semidefinite. 

In the applications it will be crucial to understand when eQ will be 
positive definite. This question will be studied next. The starting point 
is a simple but very useful theorem. I am grateful to L. Lempert for 
pointing out to me that it was known earlier to various people. 

Theorem 4.4 (Sommer [So], Bedford-Kalka [B-K]). Let L be a line 
bundle over X and h a C~ metric on L with nonnegative curvatue. Then 
there exist an open dense U C X and a c~ foliation of U with complex analytic 
leaves such that the curvature is zero exactly along the leaves. 

For the reader's convenience we sketch the proof. Let e be a local 
holomorphic section of Land f=log h(e, e). Then the curvature is Od/, 
and its nonnegativity means that iOdf(v, v);;;::: 0 for any holomorphic tangent 
vector v. 

If x E X then in a suitable coordinate system Zj> ••• , Zn at x we have 
odf=dz1Adz1+··· +dztAdzt and we see that iOdf(v, v)=O/Aiodf(·, v) 
=O/Av is in the space <O/OZt+l' ... , %zn). The condition iOdf(·, v)=O 
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defines a vector subbundle VeTu over some open dense set UeX. We 
can view adf as a 2-form on the real manifold U, and adf(·, w)=O defines 
a subbundle W of the real tangent bundle. For x E U in the above coor
dinate system W",= <a/axt+l, a/aYt+I' ... , a/axn, a/aYn). 

The form adf is d-closed and hence by the Frobenius theorem W is 
integrable (cf. [N, 2,ll}). This gives a C~ foliation of U. The leaves are 
holomorphic since at each point their tangent space is the same as the 
tangent space of a holomorphic subvariety (ZI = ... = Zt = 0 in the above 
coordinates) hence the Cauchy-Riemann equations are satisfied. This 
proves the theorem. 0 

We remark that in general the foliation will not be holomorphic. 
Since the curvature of L is zero along the leaves, the above theorem 

reduces the problem of understanding the case of non-strictiy-positive cur
vature to the analysis of the zero curvature case on smaller dimensional 
manifolds. 

Proposition 4.5. Notation as in 4.3. The second fundamental form (1: 

S~Q®fJl is identically zero iffsQe,Fb is a holomorphic subbundle. 

Proof. Let f E reS) be a holomorphic section and g E r(sQ) be a 
C<» section. Since Sand sQ are orthogonal we have inS(g,J)=h(g,f)=O. 
Apply d to obtain inS(dg, J)+inS(g, af)=o. 

inS(g, af)=h(g, af). Since rfis the projection of df=afto,Fb and 
g E r(,Fb) we have that h(g, af) =h(g, r f). By assumption (1 is identically 
zero hence rSeS®fJt, and therefore h(g, rf)=o. This yields that 

This holds for an arbitrary f and therefore sQ is d stable. Thus sQ is 
holomorphic as shown by the following well known: 

Lemma 4.6. (i) Let V be a holomorphic vector bundle over UeCn 
and let We V be a complex C<» subbundle. Then W is holomorphic iff it is 
a/azk stable for every k. 

(ii) Let S be a Cm local system over UeC", and TeS®f!Ju a holo
morphic subbundle. Then Tis flat iff it is a/azk stable for every k. 

Proof. We prove only (ii), the other part being similar. We can pick 
suitable local bases el> ... , em of Sand};, ... , It of T such that!t = e, + 
2 j>t!t j ej- Applying a/azk we get a!t/azk =2j>ta!tj/az/ter The right hand 
side is in the span of/t's, and this implies that a!tj/az/t=o for every i,j, k, 
hence all the!tj are constant. The converse is clear. 0 
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This completes the proof of the only if part of 4.5. The other 
implication is clear. 0 

Theorem 4.7. Notation as in 4.3. 
(i) Let A C ffb be a flat subbundle. Then its orthogonal complement 

is holomorphic. 
(ii) Let po C ffb be the maximal flat subbundle and P + its orthogonal 

complememt. If q: ffb-+Q is a quotient of ffb and 8 Q is identically zero, 
then P+cker q, ponker q is flat and sQcpo is flat. po is the maximal 
zero curvature quotient of ffb. 

Proof Note that ff bcH(i9@x and therefore it makes sense to talk 
about flat subbundles of ffb. Let B be the orthogonal complement of A 
and let f E reB) be a Coo section, g E rCA) a flat section. h(g,f) = in S(g,J) 
=0 by assumption. Using og=O we get 

Therefore B is d stable, hence holomorphic. This proves (i). 
Now let Q be a quotient of ffb whose curvature is identically zero. 

This implies that the second fundamental form is zero, and therefore sQc 
ffb is holomorphic by 4.5. Let f E r(sQ), g E reS) be holomorphic 
sections. Then 

By assumption 8 Q =q8$'.s=0 and 8$'.= -p* I\p. Therefore p, the second 
fundamental form of ffb in £, is zero on sQ, which means that of E 

ffb(i9QI. Therefore ins(of, g)=h(of, g)=O. This implies that sQ is 0 
stable, hence flat by 4.6 (ii). 

Since po is the maximal flat subbundle this means that sQcpo and 
therefore S-the orthogonal complement of sQ-contains P+. 

If f and g are flat sections of po then h(f, g) = inS(f, g) is constant, 
and therefore the curvature of po is identically zero. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 0 

Proposition 4.8. Let Hi be VHS's over X. Then 

Proof Let e. (resp. dt ) be a flat basis of HI (resp. H2), and/; = "L,/;.e. 
(resp. gj= "L, gjtdt) be a basis of fff (resp. ffD. Let "L, l.i}/;(i9gj be a flat 
section of fff(i9ffg. Then 

"L, l.i}/;(i9gj = "L, I.i}/;gj.d. = "L,. ds "L,i("L,j I.ijgjk)/;' 
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This is flat iff hk = L../"LJ AiJgjk)]; is flat for all k and these are sections of 
ffr. Let hI, .. " hr be the maximal linearly independent set among the 
hk's. Then we can write L.. AiJ];Q!)gj= L.. rhpQ!)ep, where the ep are certain 
flat sections of H 2 • This sum is in ffrQ!)5Fg. Therefore ep E ffg, and this 
proves the proposition. 0 

Remark 4.9. Theorem 4.7 can be viewed as the local analog of [Zl, 
10.1]. As a global application we derive the following result although it 
will not be needed in the sequel. 

Proposition 4.10. Let C be a smooth projective curve, Uc Copen. 
Let H be a VHS over U with unipotent monodromies around C - U. Let' ff 
be the canonical extension of ffb. Then' ff can be written as 'ff = A + B 
where A is ample and B is flat. A, as a subbundle of' ff, is unique. 

Proof Let POcffb be the maximal flat subbundle. Then po+po 
c;/t defines a sub VHS, and so does its orthogonal complement with re
spect to S( ,). Let ;/t=(po+PO)+;/t'. ffb(;/t')cffb is a complement to 
po and it extends to a subbundle 'ffb(;/t')c';/t'C';/t, which we call A. 
h( , ) gives a flat unitary metric on po, so the monodromy of po around 
C - U is unitary. On the other hand it must be unipotent, hence trivial. 
Therefore po extends over the punctures to a vector bundle B keeping its 
flat structure. 

By [HI, 2.4] A is ample if every quotient of A has positive degree. 
Let Q be a quotient of A. Outside finitely many points of C, A has a 
natural positive semidefinite metric coming from h( ,). This induces a 
positive semidefinite metric on Q (outside finitely many points). If (9 is the 

curvature of Q then the integral (-1/2rri) f c tr (9 converges and represents 

cl(Q) (cf. [F]). If deg Q:::;;;O then this implies that (9=:0 and therefore A has 
a flat quotient, contradicting 4.7. Therefore A is ample. 

Since A is ample, Hom(A, B)=O, hence A is unique. 0 

Remark 4.11. For higher dimensional base a similar but weaker state
ment holds. One still obtains a decomposition '.'F = A + B where B is flat. 
A is however not ample in general; it satisfies only the following weaker 
property: A has no flat quotients, even after generically finite pull-backs. 
This result can be easily obtained from 4.10 by restriction to a general 
curve section. 

V. Estimates of degenerating Hodge metrics 

The aim of this section is to prove the following technical: 
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Theorem 5.1. Let X be a smooth n-dimensional variety, XcX a 
smooth compactijication such that X-X=D is a normal crossing divisor. 
Let H be a VHS over X with unipotent monodromies around D and let '!Fb 
be the canonical extension of the lowest piece of the Hodge filtration. Finally 
let '!Fb~Q be a vector bundle quotient of'!Fb. The Hodge metric of '.'Fb 
induces a metric on Q, let e be its curvature form. Then 

Remark 5.2. Aside from the fact that the Hodge metric has singula
rities at D, this is the well-known formula for Chern classes. For metrics 
that acquire singularities essentially the only problem is to establish the 
convergence of certain integrals (cf. [Mu, 1.1]). Therefore the main part 
of the theorem is the implicit claim that the above integral converges. This 
is a local question around D and so we may forget about X and consider 
an arbitrary VHS over (A*)n. Instead of a quotient bundle, we shall con
sider a line subbundle of 'J't', the passage to Q will then be relatively 
straightforward. 

Cattani-Kaplan-Schmid [C-K-S] gave a detailed analysis of the be
havior of the Hodge metric of J't' near the singularities. Their results are 
the starting point of our computations. Next we recall some of their 
results and their notation. 

Definition 5.3. (i) Let A be the complex disc of radius e- l , A*cA 
the punctured disc. On An we fix coordinates Sl' ... ,Sn such that (A*)n 
=(D St=FO). For simplicity of notation we introduce sn+l=e- I • By Mwe 
shall denote the region {s e (A*)nllsil~lst+" i= I, .. " n}. For I" ... ,In 
integers we define 

e(l" .. " In)(s) = D j ( -log ISjl )liI2. 
-IOgjSj+ll 

It is clear from the definitions that if k t ~ It and s e M, then e(k)(s) 
~e(l) (s). 

(ii) Let H be a VHS over (A*)n. The monodromy of H around Si = ° 
is B j • We assume that all the B/s are unipotent and let Ni=log Bi • The 
Ni are nilpotent and commute. ' 

(iii) If N is a nilpotent endomorphism of a vector space V then N 
defines a so-called weight filtration of V; it is an increasing filtration 
... C Wic Wi+lC· . '. For ourpurposeit is sufficient to know that the 
Wi can be built up from the subspaces ker NT and im N', and therefore we 
have the following: if M and N commute then MWi c Wi' (See [G, p. 255] 
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for the precise definition and for the result.) 
(iv) In the situation of (ii), if N is a linear combination of the N/s 

then N defines a weight filtration W. on any Hs. This turns out to be a 
flat filtration of H. Of special interest are the special cases W! = W.(N! + 
... + N j ) for j = I, ... ,n. One can choose a multivalued flat multigrading 
H=2z" ... ,lnHl" ... ,Zn such that 

We define the bundle map e(s) by the rule: e(s) acts on Hz" ... ,Zn as 
multiplication by eel!, ... ,In)(s). (To be precise we should restrict to a 
region of M where H is single-valued, but this technical problem will be 
unimportant. ) 

(v) In each H ... we choose a flat multivalued basis, and all these 
together give a flat basis (v) of H. The fomula 

gives a single-valued basis of :it' = H0m In which extends to a basis of ':it'. 
We order the basis (v) somehow to get (VI> ... ) and define ei(s) = 

e(ll' ... , In)(s) if Vi E HZ" ... ,ln. Then e(s) acts on H by Vi~ei(s). Vi. 
(vi) On (LI*)n one defines the Poincare metric by declaring the coframe 

to be unitary. This defines a frame of every Qk which we shall refer to as 
the Poincare frame. 

(vii) A functionj on LIn will be called nearly bounded if for a suitable 
choice of local coordinates (sJ there are C, k>O and s>O such that for 
every ordering of the coordinate functions Sl> ••• , Sn at least one of the 
following conditions is satisfied for every s E M={[sl[~· ~[sn[}. 

(a): [j[~C, 

(bm): [sd~exp (-[sm[-<) and [j[~ C( -log [smDk (for m=2, ... , n). 
A form Tj on LIn will be called nearly bounded if for a suitable choice 

of coordinates (s), if we write Tj in terms of the Poincare frame then the 
coefficient functions will be nearly bounded (with the given choice of the 
coordinates). If Tjl and Tjz are nearly bounded with the same choice of co
ordinates, then Tjl/\ 7)2 is nearly bounded. 

A form Tj on LIn will be called almost bounded if there is a proper 
bimeromorphic map p: W--+Lln such that W is nonsingular and every 
W E W has a neighborhood where P*7) is nearly bounded. 
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A form '1) on a compact manifold will be called almost bounded if 
every point has a neighborhood where '1) is almost bounded. 

(viii) Let h( , ) be the Hodge metric on JIf. By a slight abuse of 
notation we denote by h the matrix function hij=h(vi, Vj) as well. Let Ii 
be the matrix function liij = e;1hije;1; so Ii = e-lhe- l. The important result 
of [C-K-S] that we shall use is a good description of Ii on M. To formulate 
this we need a final definition. 

(ix) Let L={Laurent polynomials in the variables (-log ISjJ)l/2}. 
Let C"(L/n) denote the real analytic functions on L/n, and let C"(L/n)0L be 
the finite tensor product. Let BM = {f E C"(L/n)0L If bounded on M}. A 
not quite trivial but important property of this function space is that the 
operators Sj log ISjl%sj and Sj log ISjl%sj map BM into itself(cf. [C-K-S]). 

Proposition 5.4 (Cattani-Kaplan-Schmid, [C-K-S, 5.19]). With the 
above notation Ii and (det lit l have entries in BM. In particular they are 
bounded on M. 0 

For technical reason we shall need a basis of I JIf that is slightly dif
ferent from (Vi)' 

Proposition 5.5. Let N(s) be a C" matrix function defined in some 
neighborhood of the origin. Assume that N(s) commutes with the N;s for 
every s. Let v~ be the basis of I JIf given by (v)(s) =exp (N(s)). (vJ(s). 
Let h' be the matrix h~j=e;1h(v~, v~)e;l. Then h' and (det h')-l have entries 
in BM. In particular they are bounded on M. 

Proof The matrix of h in the basis (v) is given by 

where t denotes transpose. Therefore 

h' =(e- l exp (N)e)lit(e- l exp(N)e). 

Since det (e- l exp (N)e)=det exp (N) is an invertible function near the 
origin, all we have to show is that e- l exp (N)e has entries in BM. By 
assumption N(s) commutes with the N/s, and the same is true for exp(N(s)). 
As we remarked in 5.3, (iii), this implies that exp (N(s)) W~c W~ for every 
p, q. Let exp (N(s)) = (aij). Then e- l exp (N(s))e = (e;1aijej). Assume 
that aij=FO and let Vi E Hl1, ••• ,ln and Vj E Hk1, ••• ,kn ' Then exp (N(S))Vi E 

W}, n ... n Wfn • One of its components is aijvj, and this implies that k. 
~18 for every s. By 5.3, (i) this means that eis)~ds) and hence e;1e} is 
bounded on M. Since ail is a C" function this implies that e;1aije} E BM. 
This completes the proof. 0 
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For convenience of reference we record the following easy: 

Lemma 5.6. Let G=(gtj) be a positive definite Hermitian form. As
sume that for some constant b we have IgtJI::;;;b, Idet GI-I::;;;b. Then there 
exists a c>o depending only on b and rank G such that for any vector W= 
(Wit) we havetwGw~c 2: IW£Wjl. 0 

Proposition 5.7. Let Lc'.1l' be a line subbundle, u(s) a local generator 
of L at 0. In the basis (v~ of 5.5, u(s) can be written as u(s) = 2:!.(s)v~,!.(s) 
holomorphic at 0, and!.(O) =t= ° for at least one i. Assume that!.(s) = n SJilg£ 
where gi(O) =t= ° for every i. 

Let f=h(u, u), 

()= af and e=oaf _ af /\ of 
f f f f 

be the connection and curvature of L. 
Then () and e are nearly bounded near ° (with the given choice of 

coordinates) . 

Proof We have f(s) = 2: h~jeie j!.!j' Only the case of () will be worked 
out in detail since the case of the curvature is similar. Since we use the 
Poincare frame, the coefficient functions are Sit log ISltlad(s). f(st l • It is 
clearly sufficient to estimate each Sit log I Sit I alt(hijeie j!.!j)f(S)-1 individually. 
By 5.5 and 5.6, If(s)l~c 2: letej!.fjl, and in particular If(s)l~cletej!.!jl. 
Differentiating the product and using this estimate we get the following 
terms: 

(i) c-I.slt loglsltla/thij is bounded by 5.3, (ix). 
(ii) c-I. h~Jslt log I Sit lalt(ete j). (ete jt l =c-I. hi j · (constant) as an explicit 

computation yields; 
(iii) we write!. = n SJIJgi and we have two terms 

which is bounded by (-log I Sit I); and 

which is bounded; 
(iv) a/r,!j=o so the last term vanishes. 
Therefore we have to pay close attention only to the first case of (iii). 

This is 
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By assumptionfiO):;i:O for some p; thereforef(s);;:':ce~. Using this, 
the above expression is bounded by c'sk(-loglsk!)ete j e;2 which is of the 
form 

c'· Sk IT (-log ISj!)q!~c'sk( -log lSI I)" . 

Ife=a-1 then this is bounded in the region ISll;;:.:exp(-lskl-·). Ifls1 1;;:.: 
exp (-Isk I-I), then we can use the original estimate c"( -log ISkl). 0 

Remark 5.S. The condition that we imposed on the f" is very strong 
and artificial. For generalf" the above proof will not work. The crucial 
point is to estimate sk·akf,,·fi1in the region ISll~exp(-lskl-·)fork;;:':2. 
If n = 2 then this expression is bounded near 0, but for n;;:': 3 it is unbounded 
for certainf,,'s, though it is bounded for "most" points of the region. 

If we start with any functionf", then after some blowing up its divisor 
of zeros will be a normal crossing divisor. To be able to use this we have 
to relate the degeneration of Hodge structure on the blow-up to the original 
degeneration. This is what we do next. 

5.9. Let Y be a smooth variety arid Dc Y a divisor with normal 
crossing. We shall consider blow-ups with center ZC Y satisfying the 
following property: for every Z E Z one can choose local coordinates (Yt) 
at Z such that D is a union of some of the (Yt =0) and Z is the intersection 
of some of the (Yt =0) near z. If BY denotes the blow-up, 15 the total 
transform of D and E the exceptional divisor, then 15 U E is a divisor with 
normal crossings. Such blow-ups will be called permissible. 

Now assume that H is a VHS over Y - D with unipotent monodromies 
around D, and let Nt be the monodromy logarithms around the compo
nents D t of D. Assume that Z is irreducible and is contained in Dl> .. " D j 

but not in the others. Since Bz Y-15-E=Y-D, H gives a VHS on 
B z Y -15 - E. This again has unipotent monodromies and the monodromy 
logarithm around E is Nl + ... + N j • Repeating this process we get the 
following: 

Lemma 5.10. Let H be a VHS over (L1*)n with unipotent monodromies, 
Nt be the monodromy logarithms. Let p: W~L1n be a sequence of permissible 
blow-ups with closed centers. If E is any exceptional divisor of p, then the 
monodromy logarithm NE of H around E is of the form NE=IatNtfor 
certain integers at;;:': O. 0 

5.11. Now let w E W be a point, and we pick coordinates (St) at w 
such that p* H is a VHS outside IT St =0. Let M t be the monodromy loga
rithm around Si =0. As in 5.3, (iv) we define the weight filtration Wi using 
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the M/s. Using 5.10 we obtain that WJ is the weight filtration of some 
N=L.biNi, bi~O. Bya result of Cattani-Kaplan [C-K, 3.3], the weight 
filtration of N depends only on the set {ilbi=FO}. This gives that for any 
choice of W, W, Si, we have to consider only finitely many different weight 
filtration; even the possible sequences W~, .. " W~ are finite in number. 

For each of these possible sequences we choose a multivalued basis 
(v:) as in 5.3, (v). We have finitely many bases (v~), .. " (v!), ... ; we fix 
them for the sequel. 

If L is a line subbundle of ':Ie then for each of these bases (v!) we 
can write a local generator u(s) of L as u(S) = L.J/v{, where f/ are holo
morphic near the origin. One can choose a sequence of permissible blow
ups p: W-+L/n such that the divisor F=p-I (IT Si=O)Uijp-I(!/=O) is a 
normal crossing-divisor. p* ':Ie is the canonical extension of p* :Ie to W, p* L 
is a line subbundle ofp*':Ie and we havep*u(w)=L.p*!/p*v{. 

For any w E W we choose coordinates SI' .. " Sn such that F is con
tained in IT Si=O near w. We may assume that (v~) is the basis that is 
constructed from the weight filtrations that we get from H, w, Sj as in 5.3, 
(iv). We have p*u(W) = L.p* J:lp*V!, and p* !!= IT sfijgi for some bij~O 
and gi(W)::;t:O. We are seemingly in the situation of 5.4. Unfortunately p* 

r-..../ 

and - do not commute (i.e. p*v~=FP*v~) and therefore 5.4 does not apply. 

r-..../ 

5.12. To compare p*v. and p*v. we can work with one blow-up at 
a time. For simplicity we compute the case of blowing up a closed point, 
the general case being similar. Let H be a VHS over (L/*)n, with coordi
nates Si and monodromy logarithms Ni • If we blow up the origin, let w a 
point in the exceptional divisor with local coordinates si=(st!sl)-ai, i~2 
and s~ =SI' The monodromy logarithms at ware L. Ni around s~ =0, Ni 
around si=O if ai=O and ° around si=O if ai=FO. V is given by 

This shows that 
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If we take N(s')=-(1/21t'i)L:a,*oNilog(s~+ai)' then N(s') is holo
morphic near wand commutes with each of the N;'s. This shows the 
following: 

Proposition 5.13. If p: W ---'>- LIn is a composite of permissible blow-ups 
and w E Wan arbitrary point, then there exists a choice of local coordinates 
s~ near wand a holomorphic matrix function N(s') such that 

( i) N(s') commutes with the Nt's; 
r-.../ r-.../ 

(ii) p*f5 =exp (N(s'». p*v, where p*v is computed in the coordinates si 
atw. D 

5.14. This is nearly what we want. Let Mi be the monodromy 
around s~=O. We may assume that M j + 1=··· =Mn=O; the rest are 
nonzero. This means that the VHS extends across the hyperplanes S~+l = 
0, ... , s~ =0. Let us look at F (given in 5.11) near w. Since F contains 
the degeneracy locus of H, si =0, ... , s~ =0 are certainly components of 
F. The other components are given by some S~'+l =0, ... , s~=O and we 
extend this by S~+l' ••• , s;:' to get a local coordinate system. 

r-.../ 

p*v in the coordinate system (si, ... , s~) is given by exp (-(i/21t'i) 
'\' . M I ') * d· h d· ( , " If) . L.A i og Sj IfJ v, an m t e coor mate system Sl, ... , Sj' Sj+l, ... , Sn 

by 

exp (-~ (L:{ Mi log s~ + L:i+l Mi log si'»)p*v. 
2m 

Mi =0 for i>j so these two expressions coincide. 
Putting all these results together we obtain the following: 

Proposition 5.15. Let H be a VHS over (LI*)n and let L be a line sub
bundle of'.JR, u a local generator of L. Let 8 (resp. e) be the connection (resp. 
curvature) of the induced Hodge metric of L computed in the frame u(s) (for 
e this does not matter). Then both 8 and e are almost bounded in a neigh
borhood of the origin. D 

Before finishing the proof we have to compute some integrals. 

Proposition 5.16. (i) Let 1) be a nearly bounded 2n-form on LIn with 

compact support. Then f 1) < 00. 

(ii) Let 1) be a nearly bounded (2n - 1 )-form on LIn with compact sup

port,andlet Ubetheset TIlsi!=e. Thenlim,~of 1)=0. 
u, 
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Proof (i) Let dp. denote the Poincare measure jzj-Z( -log jzj)-2dz/\ 

dt on LIn. Direct computation shows that J dp. = 41t' (-log C)-I, and 
1_1<;. 

therefore the measure of any compact subset of LIn is finite. To prove that 

J 1) converges one has to check it for the bounding functions that we used in 

5.3, (viii). 
Case (a) is the above mentioned result. Case (bm) gives the integral 

J (-log ISmj)~ J dp./\dp.n-l 
Is.I<"·<ls,,1 Is,l<exp(-lsml-') 

=J 41t'( -logjsmjl jSmj'dp.n-l, 
1801<'''<ls,,1 

which is convergent since jSmj' (log jSmj)k is bounded. This proves (i). 
In order to prove (ii) we can proceed in two ways. One can use a 

direct computation as above. In this approach it is more convenient to 
use the set U:={sjminjstj=e}. 

Another more general approach is the following. Consider the I-form 

This is orthogonal to the foliation Us, it has length one everywhere and 
written in terms of the Poincare frame it has bounded coefficients. This 
implies that (j) /\ 1) is nearly bounded. 

The dual of (j) determines a flow V t on (L1*)n. If we fix an e, then we 
can parametrize {sj IT jStj<e} by [0, 00) X U., the map given by (t,s)~Vt(s). 
The flow goes to infinity since the Poincare metric is complete. We know 

that J (j)1\1)< 00, so J (j) 1\1) < 00. The image of {t} X U, in LIn is 
4'" [O,oo)X Us 

some U., and 

J (j)/\1) J --= 1) 
u.' dt u.' 

since (j) is orthogonal to U., and unitary. Therefore the above integral 
transforms to some 

J (J 1))dt< 00. 
[0,00) u.(t) 

This can happen only if J 1)~0 for some sequence t~ 00. This will be 
u,(t) 

enough for the applications. 0 
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Corollary 5.17. (i) Let r; be an almost bounded 2n-/orm on XcX'. 

Then f x r;< 00. 

(ii) Let r; be an almost bounded (2n - 1 )-form on xcX'. Then Ix dr; = O. 

Proof Let ifJi be some partition of unity on X. Then each ifJir; is 
almost bounded and the statements for them imply the claim for r;. This 
shows that the problems are both local. If Lln C X and p: W ---+Lln is a proper 
bimeromorphic map and if r; has support in Lln, then it is sufficient to prove 
the claims for p*r; on W. Here the question is again local so we are reduced 
to the case where r; is nearly bounded in a Lln. Now (i) follows from 5.16, 
(i). 

If V. is the set {s[ IT [Si[>"}, then 

by 5.16, (ii). 0 

5.18. Now we are ready to prove Theorem 5.1. Let Q be the quo
tient of'.'Fb and let K be the corresponding subbundle. Let the curvatures 
be denoted by 8 Q, 8 F , 8 K • Then tr 8 Q=tr 8 F -tr 8 K • Using this the 
theorem reduces to proving that 

Let q=rkK. Then L=AqK is a line subbundle of the VHS Aq'JIC'. 
Since tr 8 K = 8 L (= the curvature of L), we can prove instead the formula 

By 5.15, 8 L is almost bounded on X, and tr 8 F has bounded coeffi
cients in the Poincare frame by [C-K-S, 5.23]. Therefore 8i(tr8F)n-k is 
almost bounded and the integral is convergent. 

Pick a C= metric of Lover X', and letthe connection (resp. curvature) 
of L in this metric be O~ (resp. 8~). Although OL and O~ depend on the 
choice of a frame, fh -O~ is a well-defined I-form on X. Let r;=(OL -O~) 
·81-1(tr8F )n-k. Then r; is almost bounded, and hence by 5.17, (ii) 

f x dr;=O. This shows that 
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Ix 6li(tr 6lp t-k= f6li-l6li (tr 6lp )n-k. 

Repeating this procedure we get that 

Ix 6li(tr 6lp )n-k = Ix (6li)k (tr 6lp )n-k. 

Similarly we can pick a C~ metric on ':Fb with curvature 6l~ and 
obtain that 

By the usual relationship between the curvature and Chern classes this 
gives us 

Ix 6li (tr 6lp )n-k =( -271:i)ncl(L)kc1(' :Fbt-k, 

and this completes the proof of 5.1. 0 

Remark 5.19. Let Li be vector subbundles of I lR. The above proof 
shows that any given homogeneous polynomial in the first Chern forms of 
the L/s is nearly bounded on X. Therefore it defines a closed current on 
X, hence a cohomology class. This class is the same as the cohomology 
class obtained by evaluating the polynomial at the first Chern classes of 
the L/s. Using this, one can derive the following generalization of [C-K
S,5.23]. 

Theorem 5.20. Notation as in 5.1. Let A be a vector subbundle of I lR 
and q: A~B a quotient bundle. Then the Chernforms of the induced Hodge 
metric are nearly bounded and closed, hence define a cohomology class. This 
class is the same as the corresponding Chern class of B. 

Proof Assume that we have a filtration A=Ao~AI~' .. :::JAm=O 
such that AdAi+1 is a line bundle for every i, and that ker q=Aj for some 
j. Then the Chern forms of B .are polynomials in the first Chern forms of 
the A/s. 

Locally such a filtration can always be found and this proves that the 
Chern forms of B are nearly bounded. If a filtration exists globally then 
one can imitate 5.18 to complete the proof. 

There exists a generically finite and surjective map p: Y~X such that 
p* A has such a filtration; thus our two cohomology classes are equal if 
pulled back to Y. Therefore the classes are already equal on X. This 
proves the theorem. 0 
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VI. Proof of the Main Theorem 

In this chapter the results of the previous ones will be put together to 
prove the main theorem. This will be done in two steps. The first is a 
reduction step. We show that it is sufficient to prove the theorem for 
certain fiber spaces satisfying several additional properties. To such fiber 
spaces will the results of Chapters IV and V then be applied. For clarity 
and for convenience of later reference, the first step will be done in a gen
eral setting. For this we introduce some conditions: 

Condition 6.1. Let W be a class of smooth projective varieties. 
Consider the following conditions: 

( i) If X E W, X and X' are birational then X' E W. 
(ii) Iff: X -+ Y is a surjective map between smooth projective varieties 

such that the generic fiber is in W, then there exist countably many proper 
closed subsets Ute Y such that if y $ U Ui thenf-l(y) E W. 

(iii) The converse of (ii). 

Definition 6.2. A fiber spacef: X-+Y will be called a W-fiber space 
if the generic fiber is in W. 

Condition 6.3. For a W satisfying 6.1 consider the following condi
tions: 

(1) If X E W, D E ImKxl, nlm then any irreducible component of the 
variety X, obtained by taking the n-th root of D is again in W. 

(ii) Letf: X-+C be a W-fiber space, dim C= 1, not necessarily pro
jective. Let D E ImKx/al and letf': X'-+C be the fiber space obtained by 
taking the n-th root of D. Assume that X' ~ Cx F' as a fiber space for 
some F'. Then X~CXF for some F and D is of the form 7C'tD'+ 
(components of fibers) + (components whose multiplicity is divisible by n) 
for some D' E ImKFI. 

Proposition 6.4. Let W be the class of all varieties of general type. 
Then conditions 6.1 and 6.3 are satisfied. 

Proof 6.1, (i) holds by definition, while (ii) and (iii) are easy in this 
case, see e.g. [L-S]. Any cover of a variety of general type is of general 
type again, giving 6.3, (i). By a result of Maehara [M, Appendix], if X' ~ 
C X F' then X ~ C X F and the natural map X' -+ X is given by ida X (F' -+ F). 
The branch locus of X'-+X is given by those components of D whose 
multiplicity is not divisible by n; this gives the last part. 0 

Condition 6.5. For a fiber space f: X-+ Y consider the following con
ditions: 
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( i) X and Yare smooth and projective. 
(ii) There is a normal crossing divisor D= L: Die Y such thatfis 

smooth above yo = Y - D. 
(iii) The monodromies off around D are unipotent. (This implies 

that N=f*(J)x/y is locally free [Kal, Theorem 5]). 
(iv) Mk=im [N®k~f*(J)~/y] is locally free for every k>O. 
(v) Varf=dim Y. 
(vi) If F is the generic fiber off then I K F I gives the stable canonical 

map and J(F) is of general type. 

Theorem 6.6. Let W be a class of varieties satisfying 6.1 and6.3. The 
following statements are equivalent. 

(i) For every W -fiber space f: X ~ Y such that Var f = dim Y, we have 
f*(J)"xty is big for some k>O. 

(ii) For every W-fiber spacef: X~Y satisfying conditions 6.5, we have 
detf*(J)~/y is big for some k. 

Proof Obviously (i):9 (ii). The other implication requires more 
work. By [V3, 3.5] it is sufficient to prove that detf*(J)"xty is big for some 
k>O for W-fiber spaces as in (i). Fix one fiber space/: X~Y, and let F 
be the generic fiber. By 3.8 there is an N such that for generic s e HO«(J)fj 
the variety F' obtained by extracting the N-th root of s satisfies 6.5, (vi). 
Consider f*(J)!J:,y. By leaving out a codimension two set of Y we may as
sume thatf*(J)!J:/y is locally free and leaving out a codimension two set does 
not affect the bigness of detf*(J)~/y. f*(J)!J:,y is weakly positive by [V2, III] 
and therefore we can apply the hard covering trick 3.4 to obtain h: X4~S. 
By 3.5 it is sufficient to prove that h*(J)bs is big for some k>O. As we 
remarked, h satisfies 6.5 (vi) and it also satisfies (v) by 6.3, (ii). 

If U~S is generically finite and surjective, V = X4 X S U, g: V ~ U, then 
g is again a W-fiber space satisfying 6.5, (v) and (vi). Using [V3, 3.5] again 
we are reduced to showing that det g*(J)~/U is big for some k>O for W
fiber spaces satisfying 6.5, (v) and (vi). We may obviously assume 6.5, (i) 
too. 

If -r: U' ~ U is generically finite and surjective, let U leU be the fiat 
locus of this map. VI =g-l(UI). Since U- UI has codimension at least 
two,detg*(J)~/uisbigitIdetg*(J)~I/ul is big. Let V'=U'XuV,g': V'~ 
U'. By [V2,3.5] we have an injection g~(J)~'/U'I-r-1U/~-r*g*(J)~I/ul. 
Therefore to prove that det g *(J)~ /u is big, it is sufficient to prove this for 
some g': V'~U' obtained as above. By [Kal, 18] one can choose g': V' 
~U' so that 6.5, (i) (ii) (iii) (v) and (vi) are all satisfied. We remark that 
by 6.5, (iii) N =g~(J)v'/u' will commute with any further base change. Before 
considering condition (iv) it is convenient to make some definitions. 
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Definition 6.7. Recall that for a variety F we have the canonical map 
rp: F~Proj (HO(WF))' The closure of the image is called the canonical 
image and is denoted by rp(F). ITf: X~Yis a fiber space such thatf*wx/y 
is locally free, let P=Proj(f*wx,y) be a pI-bundle over Y. For general 
y E Y we have Py=Proj (HO(WF g ))' Let rp(X/y) be the closure of the 
unions of rp(Fy)CPy. For general y E Y we have rp(X/Y)y=rp(Fy). By 
deg rp(X/y) we mean deg rp(Fy)CPy for general y. Let (!}{l) be the tauto
logical line bundle on P, p: P~Y. Then p*(!}(k)=Sk(f*WX/y). 

6.S. We return to the proof of 6.6. Let N' =g~wv'/u'; it is locally 
free. Let P' =Proj (N'), Z' =rp(V'/U')CP' the relative canonical image. 
By Hironaka's flattening theorem we can choose p: T~U' a birational 
map such that for Z = TX u,Z' C p* P' = : P the irreducible component 
zcZ dominating Z' is flat over T. LetR=TXu,v', t: T~R. Byfurther 
blowing up Rwe may assume that t: T~R satisfies all conditions of 6.5 
except possibly (iv) and that rp(T/R)CP is flat over T. I claim that this 
implies that Mk =im [(t*WT/R)®k~t*W~/R] is locally free for k large. Let 
N=t*wT/R' Then clearly Mk=im[SkN~t*w~/R]' Let Kk be the kernel 
of this map. 

For general r E R, let Fr be the fiber of t above r. Then Nr =HO(WFr) 
and the above map at r is the natural map Sk HO(WFr)~HO(w~J. Elements 
of SkHO(WFJ can be thought of as sections of (!}Pr(k) and the image of a 
section is zero in HO(w~J iff this section vanishes along rp(Fr). Let I be the 
ideal sheaf of rp(T/R)C P. Then the above considerations show that KrC 
p*I(g)(!}p(k) and they are equal over an open subset of R. 

Since rp(T/R) is flat over R, p*l(g)(!}p(k) has constant rank for k}>O 
and commutes with base change. Therefore M~=SkN/(p*I(g)(!}p(k)) is 
locally free for k large. We have a natural surjective map Mk~M~ which 
is generically an isomorphism. Mk is torsion-free since t*W~/R is. Hence 
Mk=Mk, and so Mk is locally free for k large. 

This result is weaker than (iv) of 6.5. but will be enough for our 
purpose. To obtain the general result one can use the notion of very flat 
families along the same lines. See [HI, III. Exercise 9.5]. 

This completes the proof of the theorem. 0 

Corollary 6.9. The statement 6.6, (i) is implied by the following: (iii) 
For every W-fiber spacef: X~Y satisfying conditions 6.5, we have det Mk 
is big for some k. 

Proof Let Qk be the quotient f*w"x,y/ Mk. Then det f*w"x,y = 
det Mk(g)C1(Qk)' C1(Qk) is weakly positive by [V2, III]. If det Mk is big then 
det/*w"xty is big as well. Now 6.6 implies the result. 0 
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Corollary 6.10. Condition (iii) of 6.9 implies the following: Strong 
~ubadditivity of the Kodaira dimension: Iff: X -+ Y is a W -fiber space with 
generic fiber F then 

.t(X) ~ .t(F) +.t( Y). 

Furthermore if .t( Y) ~ ° then 

.t(X)~.t(F)+ Varf 

Proof Follows from 6.6 and [V2, II]. 0 

Proposition 6.11. Let f: X -+ Y be a smooth projective map, Ya complex 
manifold. Let Mk=im [(f*COX/y)®k-+ f*(co~/y)]. Assume that Mk is a vector 
bundle and that it has zero curvature in the induced Hodge metric. Then 
f*cox,y has zero curvature too, so it is a flat subbundle of (T)yQ!JRn-k f*C 
(n=dim X, k=dim Y). 

Proof Letf*cox/y=P++Po be the decomposition given by 4.7. We 
have to prove that P+ =0. Let (f*COX/y)®k=Pt +PZ be the analogous de
composition. By 4.8, (P+)®kcPt. Let Kk be the kernel of the map mk: 
(f*coX,y)®k-+f*(co~/y). If Mk is flat in the induced metric then by 4.7, (ii), 
(P+)®kCP;CKk. Assume that P+ is not zero and for general y E Ylet v 
E P; CHO(COF y). The map mk at Y is the natutal multiplication HO(COFy)®k 
-+HO(co~II). If v E r(COFII) is not zero then U@k E r(co~lI) is again not zero. 
Therefore mk(v®k)*O, a contradiction to (P+)®kCKk. This proves the 
proposition. 0 

Remark 6.12. In general it is of interest to study multiplication maps 

for any torsion-free sheaf ofF. These maps all have the special property 
that pure tensors never map to zero. This property should imply various 
statements about "preservation of positivity"; 6.11 is a simple useful 
example. 

Corollary 6.13. Assume in addition to 6.11 that k~deg ifi(X/y) and 
that Y is simply connected. There is a natural isomorphism P= YXp? and 
via this isomorphism ifi(X/y) = YX V for some VCp? In particular the 
canonical images of the fibers off are all isomorphic for general y. 

Proof By 6.11 f*cox,y is flat, therefore isomorphic to(T)y for some r 
since Y is simply connected, the isomorphism being unique up to an 
element of GL (r, C) (and not GL (r, (T)y) I). This defines the isomorphism 
p=YXpr-l. 
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If y e Y is general then Kg is the kernel of HO{Q)F.)®k-+HO{Q)~.). The 
elements of this kernel are exactly the degree k equations of f/J(Fy). By 4.7, 
(ii) K is a flat subbundle of (f*Q) X/Y )®/t, = (!)'r;, and therefore the degree k 
equations of f/J(Fy) are unchanged as y varies. If k;;"deg (X/y) this implies 
that f/J(FII) is unchanged as a subvariety of the given PT-I. This proves the 
corollary. 0 

Theorem 6.14. Let f: X -+ Y be a fiber space such that the generic fiber 
is of general type. Assume that conditions 6.5 are satisfied. Then det M/t, 
is big for k;;.. deg f/J(X/y). 

Proof N=f*Q)x,y is semipositive by [Kal, 5] hence M/c and det Mk 
are semipositive. If L is a line bundle which is semipositive ( = numerically 
effective) then L is big iff cl{L)n>o for n=dim Y{[Vl, 3.2]). Therefore 
we have to prove that C1 {det M/c)n = cl{M/c)n > O. 

The Hodge metric on N®k induces a metric M/c; let e be its curvature 
form. e and tr e are semipositive, so ( - (1/21Ci) tr e)n = f· (volume form) 
for some nonnegative function! By 5.1 we have 

tf.{volume form)=cl{M/c)n. 

Assume that cl(Mk)n=o. Thenfis identically zero, hence tre is no
where positive definite. tr e is the curvature form of det M/c. Thus by 
4.4, for any sufficiently general y e Y, there is small disc yeA c Y such 
that tr e is zero along A. Therefore e is zero along A. Now 6.13 gives 
that the canonical images of the fibers off over A are all isomorphic. We 
assumed that the canonical map of the fibers is birational, and therefore 
the fibers of f over A are allbirationai. By 2.9 this contradicts Var f-
dim Y. The assumption cl{M/ct=O leads to a contradiction. Therefore 
cl{M/c)n>o, which proves the theorem. 0 

6.15. The theorem of the introduction now follows from 6.9, 6.10 
and 6.14. This completes the proof. 0 

6.16. Mazur asked the following interesting question: Let X be a 
smooth projective variety, .t{X) <dim X. Is it true that X contains either 
a rational curve or a subvariety birational to an abelian variety? This is 
true if dim X::::;;; 2. It is easy to see that the minimal dimensional counter
example has .t{X)::::;;;O. The result of the present article shows that it also 
satisfies q{X)=O. 
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